
Tramigo is a company of private capital with its headquarters in Finland and subsidiaries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Middle East and Europe. Tramigo manufactures 
the worlds best selling tracking devices that are easy and economical to use in everyday life and business applications. Tramigo products are globally available. For more 
information about Tramigo tracking products, please visit www.tramigo.com. For distributor, re-seller and partnership opportunities, email info@tramigo.com

T23 is available in a retail box customized for your region* 
that is easy to display and contains all the software, 
instructions and accessories needed by private car and 
entrepreneur fleet owners. 

All that is needed to start tracking is a pre- or postpaid SIM card.

Increase sales with T23 retail
The T23 retail starter kit comes with 20 T23 retail units of your 
choice and a display stand to present T23 on the shop floor.

For more information on how to get your T23 point of sale 
stand, contact your Tramigo sales manager.

Accessories included in T23 retail: (Additional 12V immobilizer relay included in T23-CS12)

The T23 retail package explains the key benefits of Tramigo to 
private car and small fleet owners.

Immobilizer included in
T23-CS12 version
T23 retail can also be 
ordered with a 12 Volt 
immobilization relay 
prepacked inside the 
salesbox.

The 12V immobilization 
relay connects to T23, 
allowing remote ignition 
and engine disabling on 
any car or other vehicle 
using a 12V system.

The T23 retail starter kit comes with 20 T23 units and a retail stand to promote and display 
your Tramigo T23-C or T23-CS12 versions.

Vehicle Power Cables 

Standard retail edition:
With 12V immobilizer accessory:
T23 Retail set with stand (includes 20x T23 C or CS12)

T23-C
T23-CS12
T23-POS

19cm

14cm
6cm

The 12 Volt immobilizer is 
clearly indicated with the 
immobilizer included sticker.

ORDER CODET23 VERSION

160 cm

T23 Series
36 cm

*Various language versions available. Ask your Tramigo representitive for more 
information.


